
Scope and Sequence Report

District: Susquenita School District, School: Susquenita High School, Year: 2019-2020, Subject: Social Studies,

Unit Name Start/End Unit Description / Overview Stage 1: Desired Results:
Understandings: (Big Ideas)

Stage 1: Desired Results: Essential
Questions

Standards

Social Studies -   

Social Studies -
World History -
Unit #1

Peopling of the World UEQ:What were the achievements that led
to the emergence of modern humans? UEQ:
How would Mesopotamia, Egypt, China and
the Indus Valley reflect the characteristics of
civilization?

How have we learned about the lives of
early humans? How did early man make use
of technology to make advances in the Old
Stone Age? What key advances led to the
Neolithic Age? What economic changes
would lead toward civilization? What social
changes would lead toward civilization?
What are 5 key characteristics of
civilization? What environmental challenges
were faced by the people of Mesopotamia?
How would Sumerian city-states show the
characteristics of civilization? How would
Sumer inf

8.4.W. World History
Conflict and Cooperation (World)
8.4.W.D. Evaluate how conflict and
cooperation among groups and organizations
have impacted the development of the world
today, including its effects on Pennsylvania.
8.4.W.A. Evaluate the role groups and
individuals played in the social, political,
cultural, and economic development
throughout world history.
Historical Documents, Artifacts, and Sites
(World)
8.4.W.B. Evaluate t
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luence later civilizations What
environmental challenges were faced by the
people of Egypt? What were the
accomplishments of the Old Kingdom?
What accomplishments are connected to the
New Kingdom? How would geography
impact the the Indus Valley culture? What
characteristics of civilization are evident in
the Indus Valley culture? Why would the
Indus Valley culture disappear? What were
the environmental challenges/attractions
faced by early Chinese people? What factors
led to the development of the Shang and
Zhou dynasties? What unique features were
found in the Chinese river valley culture?  

he importance of historical documents,
artifacts, and sites which are critical to world
history.
8.4.W.C. Evaluate how continuity and
change have impacted the world today.
8.4.W.C.1. Belief systems and religions
8.4.W.C.2. Commerce and industry
8.4.W.C.3. Technology
8.4.W.C.4. Politics and government
8.4.W.C.5. Physical and human geography
8.4.W.C.6. Social organization

Social Studies -
World History -
Unit #2

New Direction in government and society How would the history and culture of
Classical Greece influence the modern world
and western civilization in particular? How
did Rome create a civilization which became
a legacy to the western world?

How would geography influence early
Greek history and culture? What was unique
about the Minoan civilization? What are the
important contributions of the Mycenaeans?
How would Homer and Greek myths
contribute to Greek culture? What steps
were taken by Athens in developing
democracy? Why would Sparta develop into
a military state? How would the Persian
Wars influence Greece? What was
accomplished in Athens during the Age of
Pericles? How would the Greeks contribute
to drama, art, and literature/ What were the
causes and results of the Peloponnesian
War? What events would lead to Alexander
creating an empire? What new achievements
are identified with Hellenistic culture? How
would Rome expand its power and
influence? What key events led to Rome and
the beginning of the Republic? What were
the elements of the Roman Republic? What
problems were faced by the Republic? What
events led to the creation of the Roman
Empire? How would Rome govern the
Empire? How would the Empire contribute
to the spread of Christianity? What were the
political, social, economic, and military
problems faced by the Empire? What
attempts were made to reform the empire by
Diocletian and

8.4.W. World History
Conflict and Cooperation (World)
8.4.W.D. Evaluate how conflict and
cooperation among groups and organizations
have impacted the development of the world
today, including its effects on Pennsylvania.
8.4.W.A. Evaluate the role groups and
individuals played in the social, political,
cultural, and economic development
throughout world history.
Historical Documents, Artifacts, and Sites
(World)
8.4.W.B. Evaluate the importance of
historical documents, artifacts, and sites
which are critical to world history.
Impact of Continuity and Change (World)
8.4.W.C. Evaluate how continuity and
change have impacted the world today.
8.4.W.C.1. Belief systems and religions
8.4.W.C.2. Commerce and industry
8.4.W.C.3. Technology
8.4.W.C.4. Politics and government
8.4.W.C.5. Physical and human geography
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Constantine? What events led to the final
collapse of western Rome? What are the
elements of Greco-Roman culture? What are
some examples of Rome's legacy  in the arts,
sciences, government, and law?

Social Studies -
World History -
Unit #3

Unit 3 An Age of Exchange and Encounter UEQ:How would the Byzantine Empire
preserve Roman and Greek achievements?
UEQ: How would the Byzantine Empire
influence the development of Russia and
Eastern Europe?

How would the Byzantine Empire be similar
to Rome? How would it differ? What were
the accomplishments of the Byzantine
Empire? What factors caused a spilt between
the western and eastern church? What were
the causes of the Byzantine Empire's
collapse? How would Viking, Greek,
Slavic,and Byzantine combine to create
Russian culture? How would the Mongol
invasions affect Russia? Why was Western
Europe a frontier land during the Middle
Ages? How did Germanic kingdoms gain
powers in early Middle Ages? How did
Charlemagne briefly reunite much of
Western Europe? How did feudalism shape
medieval society? What was feudal life like
for nobles and peasants? What was the basis
of the manor economy? How did the power
of the church grow? How did reformers
work for change in the Church? How did the
revival of trade revolutionize commerce?
How did new technologies spark an
agricultural revolution? How did monarchs
gain power over nobles and the church?
How did strong monarchs succeed in
unifying France? What powers did the
Church have at its height? Why did the
emperors fail to build a unified state in
Germany? What were the causes affects of
the Crusades? What styles of literature,
architecture, and art developed in the High
Middle Ages? How did the black Death
cause social and economic decline? What
were some causes, turning points, and
effects of the Hundred Years' War? What are
the teachings of Islam? How did islam help
shape the way of life of its believers? What
traditions influenced Muslim art and
literature? What were the achievements of
the kingdom of Nubia?  

8.4.W. World History
Conflict and Cooperation (World)
8.4.W.D. Evaluate how conflict and
cooperation among groups and organizations
have impacted the development of the world
today, including its effects on Pennsylvania.
Contributions of Individuals and Groups
(World)
8.4.W.A. Evaluate the role groups and
individuals played in the social, political,
cultural, and economic development
throughout world history.
Historical Documents, Artifacts, and Sites
(World)
8.4.W.B. Evaluate the importance of
historical documents, artifacts, and sites
which are critical to world history.
Impact of Continuity and Change (World)
8.4.W.C. Evaluate how continuity and
change have impacted the world today.
8.4.W.C.1. Belief systems and religions
8.4.W.C.2. Commerce and industry
8.4.W.C.3. Technology
8.4.W.C.4. Politics and government
8.4.W.C.5. Physical and human geography
8.4.W.C.6. Social organization
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Social Studies -
World History -
Unit #4

Connecting Hemispheres UEQ: What values and ideas are reflected in
the Renaissance? How Would these values
and ideas lead to the Reformation? UEQ:
What situations would allow rulers in
Europe to gain absolute powers from the
16th through the 18th centuries?

What was the Renaissance? Why were
Italian city-states a favorable setting for a
cultural rebirth? How did abuses in the
Church spark widespread criticism? How
did Martin Luther challenge Catholic
authority and teachings? What role did John
Calvin play in the Reformation? Why did
England form a new church? how did the
Catholic Church reform itself? Why did
some groups face persecution? What was the
new scientific method? Why did Europeans
cross the seas? What were the results of the
first encounters between the Spanish and
Native Americans? How did Spain rule its
empire in the Americas? How did Portugal
and other European nations challenge
Spanish power? What problem did settlers in
New France face?   

PA.8.W. History (WORLD HISTORY
1450-PRESENT)
8.1.W. Historical Analysis and Skills
Development
Continuity and Change over Time
8.1.W.A. Evaluate patterns of continuity and
change over time, applying context of
events.
Fact/Opinion and Points of View
8.1.W.B. Evaluate the interpretation of
historical events and sources, considering
the use of fact versus opinion, multiple
perspectives, and cause and effect
relationships.
8.4.W. World History
Conflict and Cooperation (World)
8.4.W.D. Evaluate how conflict and
cooperation among groups and organizations
have impacted the development of the world
today, including its effects on Pennsylvania.
Contributions of Individuals and Groups
(World)
8.4.W.A. Evaluate the role groups and
individuals played in the social, political,
cultural, and economic development
throughout world history.
Historical Documents, Artifacts, and Sites
(World)
8.4.W.B. Evaluate the importance of
historical documents, artifacts, and sites
which are critical to world history.
Impact of Continuity and Change (World)
8.4.W.C. Evaluate how continuity and
change have impacted the world today.
8.4.W.C.1. Belief systems and religions
8.4.W.C.2. Commerce and industry
8.4.W.C.3. Technology
8.4.W.C.4. Politics and government
8.4.W.C.5. Physical and human geography
8.4.W.C.6. Social organization

Social Studies -
World History -
Unit #5

Absolutism to Revolution UEQ: How would Enlightenment thinking
challenge traditional ideas about power and
authority?   

How did scientific progress promote trust in
human reason? How did the social contract
and separation of powers  affect views on
government? How di
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d new ideas affect society and the economy?
How did the Enlightenment affect arts and
literature? Why were the lives of the
majority unaffected? How did the new
constitution reflect the ideas of the
enlightenment? Why did France face
economic troubles in 1789? How did
popular revolts contribute to the French
Revolution? How did Napoleon rise to
power? how did Napoleon build an empire
in Europe?  

PA.8.W. History (WORLD HISTORY
1450-PRESENT)
8.1.W. Historical Analysis and Skills
Development
Continuity and Change over Time
8.1.W.A. Evaluate patterns of continuity and
change over time, applying context of
events.
Fact/Opinion and Points of View
8.1.W.B. Evaluate the interpretation of
historical events and sources, considering
the use of fact versus opinion, multiple
perspectives, and cause and effect
relationships.
8.4.W. World History
Conflict and Cooperation (World)
8.4.W.D. Evaluate how conflict and
cooperation among groups and organizations
have impacted the development of the world
today, including its effects on Pennsylvania.
Contributions of Individuals and Groups
(World)
8.4.W.A. Evaluate the role groups and
individuals played in the social, political,
cultural, and economic development
throughout world history.
Historical Documents, Artifacts, and Sites
(World)
8.4.W.B. Evaluate the importance of
historical documents, artifacts, and sites
which are critical to world history.
Impact of Continuity and Change (World)
8.4.W.C. Evaluate how continuity and
change have impacted the world today.
8.4.W.C.1. Belief systems and religions
8.4.W.C.2. Commerce and industry
8.4.W.C.3. Technology
8.4.W.C.4. Politics and government
8.4.W.C.5. Physical and human geography
8.4.W.C.6. Social organization


